
The Archons of the Spire 

September 

Hello Allied Group, 
First, I would like to welcome you to the lands of the Spire! 

I can see that you have already taken part in the hostilities hospitalities offered by some of our 
civilians. We would appreciate it, if you could refrain from indulging yourselves too much. It would 
seem that you intend to occupy reside here for some time, and it would be ashame if you had your fill 
before the main course. If you are here for an appointment with Vazra (I can imagine that only he 
would be worthy of such an audience), I must regret to inform you that he is indisposed at this time 
and has been since a warrant was issued, from a domineering foreign power, for his arrest. You are 
welcome to stay until such time that he becomes available, but we do not know when that could be 
and it would be an incredible tragedy for so many to engage in such a tiresome task. In the meantime, 
we shall be continuing our ruminations, attempting to unlock mysteries within the mana stream. In 
fact, we may be close to developing a method for investigating the Siphoning. We are more than 
happy to share our findings with the good people of Mardrun so that all can be unburdened, but 
keeping our farmers from their work only belittles the livelihood of the civilians and further hampers 
our endeavors to help Mardrun. If you would like to offer assistance in our various research, we would 
be grateful. We do believe that all peoples have the innate right to freely pursue any knowledge they 
deem worthy of themselves. If there is some other business you need assistance with, I may be able to 
offer some help as Vice Magus of the Spire.  

 

Lots of love, 

 

 

 

 

Faolan - Vice Magus of the Spire, Seventh coven of The Hat, Theorist of the Weird Order, Wielder of the 
Diabolical Sea, and Forger of the Lethal Rune. 

 


